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Summary
Solid-State Drive (SSD) technology is an important new technology that is being introduced into IBM System
Storage solutions to significantly improve performance and reduce energy consumption. Measurements have
shown that combining IBM System Storage with SSD, high-speed fiber connectivity, and DB2 can provide
more options for improved system responsiveness and throughput for SAP applications.
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SAP’s Typical Access Pattern to Storage
SAP provides a broad range of solutions for large enterprises based on the SAP Business Suite, including
SAP CRM and SAP ERP, or based on industry solutions for different areas such as financial and public services or manufacturing.
A key factor in the success of running many of these business-critical applications is that the underlying infrastructure is able to support the processing of very large data volumes or a high number of transactions
with satisfactory performance. Particularly in very large systems with several terabytes of application data,
the storage system is one of the main infrastructure components.
Many of these applications have a pattern for how they access the storage system that is quite typical of any
OLTP-like workload. This pattern mainly involves random synchronous read I/O operations at very high frequency. The storage system must be able to support this requirement with good response times. This type of
access pattern poses a challenge for current storage technology based on hard disk drives and can be
solved only by using a higher number of hard disk drives than is actually needed for the amount of data in
question.
A typical example of this behavior can be found in the industry solution for SAP for Banking. SAP Deposits
Management is a flexible banking solution for all products concerned with balances. It is designed for banks
that have a large number of accounts or a high volume of transactions. The application contains extensive
functions for checking all accounts, including savings accounts, as well as functions for time deposits and
card management. Due to the extremely high number of transactions that have to be processed every day
with this application, a test workload has been created to simulate the typical daily volumes of a retail bank.
This includes the quantity of payment transaction operations received from external payment transaction systems, single real-time payment transactions received from ATM machines, real-time account statements, as
well as the volume of account information read from the system. For more information, refer to SAP Benchmark: Transaction Banking [1]. In the following chapters, we will demonstrate the advantages of SDDs for
this type of workload.
In addition to OLTP like workloads, analytical applications such as SAP NetWeaver Business Intelligence are
challenging for storage subsystems. Huge data volumes of 2-digit TByte have to be accessed and processed
with good performance. To be able to compare different technologies on a cross-platform basis, a Standard
Application Benchmark, the SAP NetWeaver Business Intelligence mixed-load benchmark, has been created. This workload has also been used to demonstrate the benefits of SSDs.
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Solid-State Drive Technology
Hard disk drive technology has improved considerably over the years, sustaining more I/O operations per
second and increased throughput. However, there are inherent physical limitations to the response times
(access time and latency) that can be achieved with this technology. These limitations and the continuing
demand for better response times and more throughput have created the need for a different kind of storage
technology that avoids seeks and rotational delays. This new technology, known as Solid-State Drives, can
provide access times measured in microseconds rather than milliseconds.
What Are SSDs?
Solid-State Drives (SSDs) are data storage devices that use solid-state or flash memory to store persistent
data. SSDs are similar to traditional hard disk drives (HDDs) in that data is retained when the drive is powered off. Data can also be accessed randomly and the life of the drive is limited by the number of write/erase
operations that can be performed. To extend the lifetime of the drive and to ensure its integrity, SSDs have
built-in dynamic and static wear-leveling and bad-block mapping algorithms. This is further complemented by
features such as over-provisioning, error detection code, and error correction algorithms to ensure data reliability.
The technology used in SSDs is based on semiconductor material and contains no moving parts for retrieving data. This provides a number of advantages over HDDs. Firstly, it almost entirely eliminates the risk of
mechanical failures since it can tolerate extreme shocks, higher altitude, vibration, and extreme temperature.
However, SSDs can still fail and must be RAID-protected like HDDs. Secondly, SSDs provide improved I/O
transaction-based performance with random I/O up to 100 times faster than HDDs on the device level. Finally, SSDs only consume power when reading or writing data. Therefore, they consume less power, and
produce less heat and noise.

At present, SSDs are more expensive than HDDs. Industry experts expect that the gap in price will most
likely narrow over time and SSDs might in the future come in line with the price of spinning disks. As the
price of SSDs starts to go down, the percentage of SSD backend storage for new storage systems will increase.
IBM Storage Solution
In the first half of 2009, IBM expanded its support of SSDs across all storage and server lines. This support
allows SSDs to coexist with HDDs in any IBM System Storage™ DS8000® Turbo series or internal storage
configuration. In practice, a database might be spread over both disk technologies as selected tables and
indices can be placed on SSDs while others reside on HDDs. Disk technologies like synchronous mirroring
(Metro Mirror), FlashCopy or z/OS DFSMShsm copy pools are fully compatible with SSDs. Data can be
transparently moved from one storage device to another.
Earlier, in October 2008, IBM announced a complementary feature called High Performance FICON for System z (zHPF). zHPF exploits a new channel protocol specially designed for more efficient I/O operations. The
maximum number of I/Os on a single 4KB channel with a System z10 server was raised to 31,000 I/Os per
second. DB2 primarily benefits from synchronous I/Os, certain log I/Os, and certain deferred write operations.
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Measurement and Recommendations
1. SAP for Banking on System z
Background
The SAP on System z performance team in Poughkeepsie (USA) has been working with SAP’s core banking
application and SAP AG for several years, as part of its ongoing testing and measuring activities. The main
goal here was to gain experience with the application as customers use it and as it evolves. All the measurements shown in this document used the most current Banking Services for SAP 6.0 and, in particular, its
Deposits Management functions. The workload tested was a slightly modified SAP TRBK (Transaction Banking) Standard Application Benchmark [1]. However, the measurements we did were stress tests, not SAP
certified benchmarks. Furthermore, no tuning was performed on these measurements - as one might for a
benchmark.
There were several measurements taken of the SAP Deposits Management application, comparing storage
subsystems with these technologies, using an IBM System Storage DS8300 with both SSDs and HDDs. Our
team wanted to see the possible effects in a customer-like application environment. Since the use of different
files varies, the team also wanted to experiment with placing different files on the different technologies. A
balanced approach was used by not optimizing just one performance metric at the expense of many others.
Two distinct workloads were measured: a modified day processing or posting scenario and a night processing scenario.
In the day processing scenario, the benchmark program simulates typical daily volumes of a retail bank, including the quantity of payment transactions received from external payment transaction systems, single
real-time payment transactions received from ATM machines, real-time account statements, as well as the
volume of account information read from the system. These transactions can occur anytime, day or night,
especially as Internet banking is used more widely. The majority of postings take place during business days.
There are high file I/O rates consisting of mostly random synchronous read I/Os. The modification increases
the number of payment transactions relative to other transactions in order to increase the I/O relative to the
CPU workload.
In the night processing scenario, an account balancing job is performed periodically for each account to calculate charges (fees) and interest and also to post these. The I/O characteristics of this workload are quite
different from posting transactions. In general, the workload is more like a batch update workload. As such, it
has a sequential access pattern with a heavy transfer rate to the DB2 log.
The following graphic shows the standard storage configuration used as a base line in comparison with the
SSD configuration that yields best results.
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Figure 1: Conceptual View of HDD/SDD Hardware Configuration
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Environmentals: Floor Space, Electrical Power, and Drives Comparisons
There are several ways to compare the overall characteristics of the configurations. In Figure 2 below, we
have compared floor space, electrical power consumption, and the number of drives. The base case is three
IBM System Storage servers as shown in Figure 1 above. We can see that the SSD configuration has significantly less floor space, electrical power consumption, and drives than the base case, which demonstrates
some of the benefits of including SSD. We also performed some runs where we put both the logs and the
database on a single IBM System Storage server using just SSDs. In this case, the reductions for floor
space, electrical power, and the number of drives are even greater.

SAP for Banking – Day Posting with SSD
Floor Space, Electrical Power and Disk Drives
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Figure 2: Storage Configuration: Floor Space, Electrical Power Consumption, and Drives
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Performance
The best postings throughput was 31% more than the base. This was achieved by implementing an SSD for
the database and the logs on a separate IBM System Storage server with HDDs using zHPF. In all cases,
using SSDs improved both the response time and the I/O rate compared to HDD runs.
A comparison of the different runs shows that, as the configuration evolved, throughput increased even
though the user think time remained the same. At the same time, each of the two different responsiveness
metrics improved substantially.
Using the SSD for just the database and keeping the logs on a separate IBM System Storage server with
HDDs further improved these metrics. This is because the logs benefited from having dedicated channels. It
is a simplistic example of the benefits that can occur when you segregate the I/O and place the disparate
activities on different technologies. The results are plotted in terms of ratio to the base run in Figure 3.

SAP for Banking – Day Posting with SSD
Performance
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DB Request Time

Figure 3: Posting Workload – Throughput and DB Request Time
As mentioned earlier, the balancing workload is more like a batch update workload. Its unique I/O resource
characteristics are writes and volume of data written to the DB2 logs. As a result, we did not expect much
advantage for SSD or zHPF. The measurement results confirmed this.
More details about these measurements can be found in the paper IBM System z and System Storage
DS8000: Accelerating the SAP Deposits Management Workload With Solid State Drives [2].
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2. SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse Performance on IBM i
Background
The SAP on IBM i performance team in Rochester (USA) has been working with SAP's core business intelligence application for several years as part of our ongoing testing and measuring work. Our aim is to test database and operating system functions and to ensure proper application performance with each release of
IBM i. The two sets of measurements performed used the SAP BI Mixed Load (BI-MXL) Standard Application
Benchmark and a modified BW workload. The measurements taken in the SAP BI-MXL Standard Application
Benchmark were certified and run in a highly-tuned environment. The measurements in the modified BW
workload were run as stress tests in an environment with very little tuning.
The SAP BI-MXL Standard Application Benchmark demonstrates the Business Intelligence capabilities of
SAP NetWeaver by simulating multiple users querying the database with delta data loads running in parallel.
The multiple users query 10 Sales and Distribution InfoCubes that contain an initial total of 300 million records. The InfoCubes are extended with 3 separate delta data loads during the high load activity period of
the benchmark run.
The modified BW workload runs only the user phase of the SAP BI-MXL Standard Application Benchmark
with a few modifications to stress test the disk subsystem. To achieve a high amount of disk activity, the
benchmark application was changed - along with some modifications - to the normal database settings in a
benchmark environment. In order to prevent the simulated users from synchronizing on the same dialog
steps, the think time assigned between dialog steps was reduced to 0 and, because the number of users
was smaller than in a normal benchmark environment, the users were assigned to specific InfoCubes rather
than being given a random assignment. For this workload, the database was prevented from reusing previous cached results by turning the CACHE_RESULTS parameter to *NONE in the query options file. Also, the
database was not tuned since the workload only used the indices that are provided during installation. No
aggregates, materialized query tables, new indices, or other performance enhancements were made available during the modified BW workload.
Both of these workloads were run several times on an IBM Power 550 system using different configurations
of internal solid-state and traditional drives. The SAP BI-MXL certifications were performed using either all
SSDs or all HDDs to demonstrate how the SSDs provide the same performance with fewer drives. The modified BW workload tested three configurations to demonstrate the potential effects of SSDs in a customer-like
environment. The configurations tested were all SSDs, all HDDs, and a combination of SSDs and HDDs.
The modified BW workload also demonstrates the use of the ASP Balancer to assist with the placement of
frequently accessed, or hot, data on the solid-state drives.
Performance
In April 2009, two SAP BI-MXL Standard Application Benchmarks were certified, thus demonstrating that the
same throughput level can be achieved with 77 percent fewer drives in the solid-state configuration than in
the traditional hard disk drive configuration. Both runs achieved over 90,000 dialog steps per hour. The HDD
configuration [6] required 96 drives while the SSD configuration [7] only needed 22 drives.

Figure 4: SAP BI-XML Standard Application Benchmark Results
The modified BW workload demonstrated that the best performance was achieved with a complete SSD configuration using 16 SSDs. There was a 17 percent improvement in throughput over the traditional drive configuration using 96 HDDs. A 12 percent improvement over the HDD configuration was achieved by adding 4
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SSD drives to the HDD configuration. Improvements in both response time and I/O rates were seen in all
runs involving SSDs.

Figure 5: BW Workload – Throughput and Response Time
The mixed environment of 96 HDDs and 4 SDDs used the ASP Balancer tool to identify the hot data and
move the identified hot data to the previously empty SDDs. This is only one way that data can be moved to
SSDs on IBM i systems. Other methods are described in the paper Performance Value of Solid State Drives
using IBM i [8].
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Using SSDs to Improve the Database Performance
The End-to-End Perspective
The best and most obvious benefit of SDDs in both the DS8000 and internal storage options is the improvement for DB2 synchronous read I/Os, as frequently seen with SAP online transactions and analytical queries.
Disk drives are just one aspect of the I/O subsystem. The entire software and hardware stack from the database to the storage device has been optimized to overcome the relatively slow disk I/O rate. Whenever possible, data is buffered and cached to avoid synchronous disk access. Sophisticated DB2 algorithms determine which data might be requested next and then pre-fetch it in such a way that the data is available in the
memory whenever the application needs it. Moreover, DS8000 provides a large cache that allows I/O requests to be satisfied without accessing the HDD drives if the requested data is in the cache.
DB2 buffer pools and cache in the storage server continue to be important. Enterprise systems often experience average DB2 synchronous I/O times of two milliseconds or less, and this does not include the zero I/O
time for DB2 buffer hits. So, it is simplistic to argue that the busiest data sets belong on expensive fastperforming devices, such as SSD. However, data sets with low access rates do not belong on SSD either.
Rather, databases with a large working set and high access rates have the most to gain from SSD performance. But large databases require large disk capacity. Consequently, you cannot always expect to purchase
just a small amount of SSD storage and expect to realize a large performance benefit. The benefits will vary
based on your particular scenario and the ability to place the appropriate data on the SSDs.
Another benefit of SSD is that it can help to facilitate database administration. As the relevance of the clustering sequence of tables or indexes diminishes, you have the opportunity to perform database management
tasks – such as table reorganizations - less frequently in certain cases.
How to Find the Sweet Spot?
IBM delivers tools and capabilities to optimize the use of SSDs and thereby maximize their value. This can
help you to identify tables and indexes that are the best candidates for SSD. For example, new z/OS SASbased tooling is available for downloading from the IBM Web site [5]. Its purpose is to provide a pragmatic
plan for managing the transition to SSD.
When you have found the tables and indexes that benefit most from SSD, you can assign them selectively to
SSDs. With DB2 for Linux, UNIX, and Windows, you can create a new tablespace and assign file or device
containers that reside on SSD. With DB2 for z/OS, you can take advantage of DFSMS policy-based storage
management that allows you to control the allocation of the data sets that contain DB2 tables, indexes, or
partitions. With DB2 for IBM i, you can assign objects to SSDs by creating a library in an auxiliary storage
pool (ASP) that contains SSDs, assigning a media preference to database tables and indices, or by using the
ASP Balancer.
IBM and SAP continues to evaluate SSD usage through customer feedback and in-lab testing with a view to
optimizing the technology and identifying further product improvements.
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